


Welcome to Subhiksha, a company founded by D.A.K.NAIDU. Our
company began as a manufacturer and seller of animal feeds and Live
Meats in Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, and Tamil Nādu in 2019. Since
then, we have experienced exponential growth and achieved a good
turnover in a short amount of time.

In the same year, we established an integration division that was
instrumental in our success. This division manages our geographical
expansions and ensures seamless business integration.

At Subhiksha, we pride ourselves on our commitment to quality and
customer satisfaction. We continuously strive to improve our
processes and services to meet the market's ever-changing demands.

Who we are?



Feeds & Nutrition Manufacturing & Sales

 We maintain Cobb 430Y breed chicks and conduct egg hatching on
our farms, ensuring our birds are always comfortable, disease-
resistant, stress-free, and healthy. Our farms have great air quality
and maintain excellent litter conditions regardless of the external
climate.

With our own feed processing facility and farms, as well as integration
with thousands of square feet of farmers across AP, Tamilnadu, and
Karnataka, we touch these farmers' lives and improve their living
standards by providing an assured source of income.

To avoid contamination, we prioritize our chickens' safety, comfort,
and health by providing them with high-quality pellet feeds and
drinking water with minimal human intervention. Our farms are fly
and beetle-free, creating a stress-free environment for our birds.
Additionally, we do not use antibiotics in our feeds or farms.

We are your dedicated partner for superior poultry
feed and sales. Our state-of-the-art processing
facility, along with our in-house farms, enables us to
produce around 13000 tonnes of high-quality
poultry feed annually. Focused solely on poultry
nutrition, our feeds are crafted to meet the specific
dietary requirements of your birds, fostering their
health and growth. Beyond manufacturing, we
extend our commitment to your convenience with
seamless sales services. 

What we do?

Broiler Birds Integration



We supply live birds on a weekly basis in AP, Tamilnadu and
Karnataka, amounting to approximately 11 lakh kgs in the live market.
We consistently strive to increase our live bird quantity every three
months in response to market demand.

What we do?
Live Bird Supply 

We are proud to offer one of the best services for live bird supply at
standard prices based on yearly agreements. We have been privileged
to serve a number of customers, including Leon Grills in Bangalore and
Crest Foods in Chennai, and Fresh to Home in Bangalore.

Corporate Sales

Our Clients 



Why we?

Quality

Customer Service

We are committed to providing high-quality products and services that
meet and exceed industry standards. Our team of experts works
tirelessly to ensure that every product and service we offer is of the
highest quality.

 Our dedicated customer service team can always answer any
questions or concerns. We pride ourselves on providing excellent
customer service and building long-term client relationships.

Competitive pricing
We offer competitive pricing for all of our products and services
without compromising on quality. We believe that our clients should
receive the best value for their investment.

Experience
With years of experience in the industry, we have the expertise and
knowledge to provide customized solutions for your unique business
needs. Our team is continuously learning and adapting to stay ahead of
the curve in the ever-changing market.



Let's Connect 

Head Office: - D No .4-66/2, Bank Employees colony,
Opp Guest line days Hotel, Karakambadi Road,
Tirupati,-517507 ANDHRA PRADESH. 

 Factory address: -  Muthukuru Village , Near
Bommaipalli , Thavanampalli  (MD) ,Chittoor (Dist)
517131,Andhra Pradesh

+91 9441777701

E-Mail: Arunnaidu@Subhikshafarms.com, 
              Sales@Subhikshafarms.com

"Quality, customer service, and sustainability are
at the heart of everything we do. Our company
doesn't just provide products and services - we

build lasting relationships with our clients."

www.subhikshafarms.com

+91 9004667826


